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Travel options for the future – mobility as a service pilot

Dale Eynon
Director, Defra Group Fleet Services



Objectives

• Create a mobility service that provides solutions for private, commuting, and business 
travel for employees, that supports EA commitment to be carbon Neutral by 2030

• Support a MaaS pilot beginning in April 2022, and running for 12months

• Content to include all available travel modes, local and national, except for air travel

• Trial solutions that facilitate a transition from ownership to usership. 

• Challenge travel behaviour including commuting patterns and staff travel.

• Identify barriers and incentives for the uptake of mobility solutions. 

• Create a baseline for data to measure adoption, savings and cost of change.

• Create positive impact on employee wellbeing and morale. 

• Provide alternative and improved travel solutions post COVID-19 that address employee 
concerns and changing behaviours and attitudes. 



Project Scope

• Enterprise has established a partnership arrangement with Liftshare, Mobilleo and The Miles 
Consultancy (TMC). This mobility eco-system combines specific components of each organisations 
products and services that will be accessible to the Environment Agency (EA) via the existing contractual 
agreement with Enterprise.

• Enterprise will be the interface between the EA and the mobility partners and implement ULEV Dedicated 
and Virtual Car Club vehicles to facilitate business travel.

• Fleetondemand (FOD) will provide access to their Mobilleo MaaS platform which will allow end to end 
journey planning and booking for a wide variety of different transport modes. 

• Liftshare will provide intelligent insight (via scoping) to evidence the location and demand for 
transportation including commuting patterns 

• TMC will provide data analytics (through its own App based telemetry system and through the 
consolidation of the Enterprise/Liftshare/Mobilleo data) to deliver business intelligence reporting that can 
be consolidated based on the EA’s requirements.



Deliverables

• EA branded mobility system, available on Web and Mobile Applications 

• Include standard smart search, travel modes to include national rail services, Enterprise Car Club, 
Enterprise vehicle hire, Taxi & Buses 

• Includes hotel to cater for business travel. This will reflect the existing Defra agreement in place for 
hotels. 

• Includes ability for employee to choose whether bookings are paid for via account (business travel) or 
via personal card (personal travel) 

• Include the option for employees to flag private journeys paid on account therefore liable to benefit in 
kind tax. This can support an initiative to replace company cars with mobility credits usable for both 
business and private journeys. 

• Weekly reporting of all bookings in CSV format to support data analysis 

• Consolidated invoicing for business travel. 

• Provide the data required to track the participant travel patterns to facilitate a potential rewards 
system 



Approach

• Launch MaaS platform at a minimum of three sites (Bristol, Yorkshire and East Anglia) for a pilot period 
of 12 months (plus implementation). 

• MaaS travel providers (rail, bus etc) to reflect EA’s current agreements. 

• Introduction of active travel e.g. walking and cycling. 

• Examine how a mobility budget (mobility credits) approach might work for business travel, for appropriate 
employee personas to encourage adoption of public transport or active travel. 

• Deploy TMC App based telemetry, Data+ and fuel management solutions.

• Complete Liftshare scoping and enable Liftshare access within the Maas platform. 

• Deliver employee engagement activity to drive adoption. 

• Implement ULEV Car Club vehicles at key sites.



Anticipated outcomes

• Correlate a change in travel behaviour to achieve greater carbon reduction. 

• Identify the commercial use case, whilst seeding the market for adoption of mobility solutions.

• Create a clearly defined technical business specification to inform future activity.

• Identify the impact to travel when the user is given more choice and solutions.

• Identify the policy and commercial levers that need to be built in to drive behaviour change. 

• Identify employees that can move into pure EVs ahead of EA plan. 

• Provide a holistic consolidation of all fleet, fuel (including electricity) and trip data in order to 
better steer mobility strategy. 

• Identify and manage requirements of data acquisition, storage and sharing with all partners. 

• Senior stakeholder engagement and buy-in. 

• Ensure all relevant transport modes are included and available through future APIs.



Take Aways 

• Significant resource undertaking but significant environmental and economic benefits

• Review the challenges that greater sharing may bring and agree solutions

• Cultural shift in organisational thinking needed about fleet – are you ready for it.

• Partnership approach needed as no “silver bullet” available to unlock challenge

• Solutions involve accessing and using new technology – need to get engagement 

• Revolution rather than evolution needed in order to bring about lasting transformation 
of fleet mobility

• Communication and engagement with end user will be key to success.



dale.eynon@environment-agency.gov.uk



Why MaaS and where to begin?

Oz Choudhri & Ross Basnett



Operating since

1994
in the UK

4,000+
employees

480+
fully-staffed 
locations

Listed on The Times Top 50 Places 

Women Want to Work 
for 13 consecutive years

100,000+
vehicles

There’s an Enterprise vehicle  

within 10 miles
of 93% of the UK population 
(Experian)

QUICK FACTS



WHAT’S HAPPENING:

The mobility landscape 

IS CHANGING.



Reserve Unlock &Go Return

24/7 Access   - 190 Towns, cities, communities   - 2,500 vehicles 



Virtual FleetDedicated Use Dedicated & 
Virtual Fleet

Exclusive access to dedicated 
vehicles for employees 

onsite

Shared access amongst the 
Car Club network in  the UK

Exclusive access onsite & 
shared access UK wide

Your fleet integrated and 
manged within our system

Technology 
Only

Automated
Access





1 car takes the place of 3
performing 

different functions 
at different times                           

for different drivers

Pool Fleet

Grey Fleet

Daily Rental
Fleet

Car Club



Impact of Covid-19 on Mobility

Opportunities

• Public wants to “bank” the gains from 

the crisis

• less pollution/congestion 

• Active mobility – massive boost

• Green recovery – Accelerated mobility 

innovation

• COVID-19 recovery will transform the 

mobility sector and accelerate change

Threats

• Initial move back to personal/private car 
usage, single occupancy journey

• Rise in number of older/more polluting 
vehicles on the road

• If behaviour is unchallenged that will 
make the transition back to more 
sustainable modes of transport (when 
safe to do so) more challenging



MOBILITY
AS
A
SERVICE



Complimentary vision for Mobility

Joint members of the Urban Mobility Partnership

Collaborative approach

MaaS deployments reflecting customer strategy – ‘Good Maas’

Operator / Mode neutrality

Strong consortium approach



Why MaaS and where to begin?

Start with a couple of questions:

1. Is the company vehicle exclusively the best way for my colleagues to travel on business?

2. If not, how do we empower them to make good decisions to travel efficiently and sustainably?



Why MaaS and where to begin?



Why MaaS and where to begin?



Why MaaS and where to begin?

Multiple modes available

Ability to flick between 
active travel, road, on 
demand styles of travel

Fully integrated payment



Why MaaS and where to begin?

First steps towards Mobility as a Service:

1. Don’t worry about the tech, yet!
2. What elements of the business do you need to include as stakeholders?

For example
- Finance (expenses)
- Procurement (travel)
- HR (benefits / T&E policy)

3. Rollout – consider those that would benefit most
- Location
- Already expensing travel outside of company car?
- Low mileage profile?



First steps towards Mobility as a Service:

4. Policy – consider
- Pilot group initially?
- Mandatory or voluntary?
- Replacing company car or supplementing?
- Allowable modes of travel e.g. e-scooter liability?
- BIK implications

5. Now think about the tech!
- Find partner with technical competence

- Reflect rules and policy
- Strong supply chain
- Consultative approach to BMaaS
- Flexible in deployment

Why MaaS and where to begin?



Why MaaS and where to begin?



Ryan Coles
AFP Committee Member

Thoughts from a Fleet Professional 
about Mobility



Q&A

Hosted by
Julie Summerell

AFP Board Member



Next Webinar



www.theafp.co.uk
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E-LCV course

E-Car Course

ICFM Training dates to be issued soon!

- Online Introductory

- Certificate/ Fast Track



Thank you for attending


